Traveller Table

This table is one of the handiest pieces of camping equipment you will ever own. Rather than muck around with fiddley folding tables that take forever to set up and longer pack up, we decided create a much simpler option.

The table itself if the made of the same ply that we use in all of our drawer systems. It’s strong, lightweight and waterproof. The surface is laminated with Laminex; it’s hygienic, tough and easy to clean. The legs are all independently adjustable, so even in the most uneven terrain you can still have a perfectly level table. The unit has a handy carry handle to make life just that much easier.

For the best storage solution we have incorporated the traveller table into our Fridgepack Drawer Systems. Never be without a sturdy, compact table ever again.
Adjustable legs to tackle any landscape

Designed to fit snugly along side your fridge in our Fridgepack configuration